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Featured Solution
NBI Strategic U.S. Income
and Growth Fund managed
by Goldman Sachs Asset
Management (GSAM)
› Access to the largest
economy and bond market in
the world.
› Access to some of the best
dividend payers.
› GSAM's "Best Ideas, Go
Anywhere" integrated approach
allows for investment
opportunities across the full
"yield continuum" of equities
and bonds, in both traditional
and non-traditional asset
classes.

Market Recap for week of September 24, 2018
Canada’s main stock index ended the week lower, as worries over NAFTA
negotiations overshadowed a stronger-than-expected domestic economic growth
that raised expectations of another interest rate hike.
U.S. stocks struggled for direction Friday, as investors sorted through a batch of
economic data that painted a mixed picture of the economy.
Geopolitical events may take center stage again in coming days after Italy’s
antiestablishment government significantly widened its budget-deficit target for next
year to fund its electoral promises, a move that will likely put it on collision course
with the European Union.
The issue is the latest bit of geopolitical turbulence that could impact Wall Street,
following a currency crisis in Turkey earlier this summer.
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NBI Monthly Edition

› Balanced U.S. focused
approach, tactical in nature,
with currency risk management
in the fixed income allocation.
Learn more

NBI Updates
Altamira NBI CashPerformer®
Account (CAD) rate increase
Latest videos – Q3 2018
Outlook

Disclosure

The information and opinions herein are provided for information purposes only and
are subject to change. The opinions are not intended as investment advice nor are
they provided to promote any particular investments and should in no way form the
basis for your investment decisions. National Bank Investments Inc. has taken the
necessary measures to ensure the quality and accuracy of the information contained
herein at the time of publication. It does not, however, guarantee that the information is
accurate or complete, and this communication creates no legal or contractual
obligation on the part of National Bank Investments Inc.
© 2018 National Bank Investments Inc. All rights reserved. Any reproduction, in whole
or in part, is strictly prohibited without the prior written consent of National Bank
Investments Inc.
NBI Funds (the “Funds”) are offered by National Bank Investments Inc., a wholly
owned subsidiary of National Bank of Canada. Commissions, trailing commissions,
management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments.
Please read the prospectus of the Funds before investing. The Funds’ securities are
not insured by the Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation or by any other government
deposit insurer. The Funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and
past performance may not be repeated.
Data provided in this document is obtained after market close in local currencies on the
last business day of the week in question.

